The potential problems surrounding imperfect node resolution are an issue for 77
traditional networks that typically rely on morphology, and are often unable to 78 distinguish among cryptic taxa. Mounting numbers of studies have used molecular 79 methods to identify species interactions as an alternative. For example, DNA has been 80
shown to reveal more nodes in host-parasitoid networks than could be seen from 81 rearing data alone, with measurable changes in network structure (Kaartinen et al. 82
2010; Wirta et al. 2014) . However DNA sequences that are used to delimit nodes may 83 also contain limited taxonomic information, similarly raising a problem of mixed 84 resolution in networks. 85
The development of high throughput sequencing (HTS) provides new 86 opportunities in ecology. In particular, network ecologists are now able screen samples 87 for multiple taxa and thereby obtain data from often numerous interactions at the same 88 time (Pompanon et al. 2012 (Toju et al. 2014 (Toju et al. , 2015 . 95
Currently a major challenge in metabarcoding in general is making sense of the 96 millions of sequences generated, which are normally not possible to identify due to the 97 lack of reference sequences from known taxa. A common solution is to classify 98 sequences into Molecular Operational Taxonomic Units (MOTUs) (Floyd et al. 2002; 99 Clare et al. 2016 ), which are used as taxonomic proxies (including as nodes in 100 interaction networks). MOTUs are best thought of as equivalent pools of genetic 101 diversity partitioned by a uniformly-applied threshold of genetic divergence, but which 102 may not be equivalent to accepted taxonomic levels. Previous for R (R Core Team 2017). We did not estimate compartment diversity due to it only 180 being applicable to networks with more than 1 compartment. All metrics were either 181 classified as qualitative or quantitative, based on whether they are binary or incorporate 182 information on interaction strength (see Supporting information 1). The resulting metrics 183
were transformed by log10 to linearise their fit, and converted to absolute values. 184
Using data from seven bat-arthropod predator-prey networks, two sets of 185 comparisons were made (see Supporting Information Table 1 ). In the most severe 186 scenario seven networks from diverse groups of bats in multiple geographic regions, 187 climatic conditions and habitat types are compared. Here, the large number of networks 188
makes it more likely that differences in the responses of network metrics to different 189 clustering thresholds will be detected. We also considered a scenario from an ecological 190 comparison currently in review, in which we compare two networks from different 191 seasons in the same sampling location, using the Guanacaste wet and dry data 192 (Supporting Information To assess the effect sizes of the clustering threshold, individual dataset, and the 194 interaction between these terms, we used two-factor ANOVAs in which the metric value 195 was fitted as the response variable, and network (e.g. Malaysia or Texas) and clustering 196 level as factors. The significance of the main effects is of little interest (we expect 197 networks to have different structures and that using different clustering levels will affect 198 the values of the metrics). Of interest here is the interaction term, since a significant 199 network*threshold interaction suggests that the slopes of the networks (judged by the 200 metric in question) vary as a consequence of changing clustering threshold. Thus, the F 201 values of the interaction -the amount of variance in the model attributable to the 202 interaction -is used as a measure of the extent to which the networks respond 203 differently to changes in threshold (strictly, whether the slopes of the relationship 204 between threshold and metric vary between networks). From this same analysis, we 205 also looked at the ranges over which the rank order of the different networks was 206 unchanged. 207
To compare between metrics and the effect size of the interaction between 208 dataset and clustering level, the effect sizes were standardised by dividing the effect 209 size of the network's identity by the effect size of the interaction between network 210 identity and clustering level. All molecular analyses are available in the Github 211 repository https://github.com/hemprichbennett/network_otus. 212
Observation Networks 213
To produce networks based on observation data, we obtained and reanalysed 214 published interaction datasets for seeds and vertebrate dispersers from the Galapagos 215 and the Canary Islands (Nogales et al. 2016). The authors compiled observations from 216 literature surveys of frugivory and thus the networks were unusual in that all nodes were 217 resolved at species-level. We then retrieved the corresponding order, family and genus 218 level data from online databases using the package 'taxize' (Chamberlain & Szöcs 219 2013). 220
To determine the impact of incomplete node resolution on network architecture 221 for each of these datasets, we reanalysed the interactions by relabeling a given 222
proportion of randomly selected nodes so as to reduce the taxonomic resolution. 223
Species names were replaced with the corresponding genus. If two nodes then had the 224 same identity, they were collapsed together to become a single node with the sum of its 225 parent nodes' interactions. Thus if Solanum lycopersicum and S. vespertilio were both 226 simplified to become Solanum, there would now be a single Solanum node containing 227 the sum of their interactions. For a given proportion of randomly selected nodes, re-228 labelling was repeated 100 times, and this was then performed for increasing 229
proportions at increments of 0.1, until all nodes were relabelled (i.e. 0.1 to 1.0). Finally, 230
the whole procedure was then repeated twice more in order to further reduce taxonomic 231 information, by replacing species with family, and then species with order. 232
For both the Canary Island and Galapagos Island datasets we used the 'Bipartite' 233 package (Dormann et al. 2008) to summarise structure of each of the 27,000 networks 234 (nine increments for 1,000 iterations for three taxonomic levels) using the same sets of 235 metrics as previously described for molecular networks. To determine the impact of 236 incomplete node resolution on network structure, we ran mixed effects models using the 237 R package 'lme4' (Bates et al. 2015) in which dataset and the proportion of nodes 238 relabelled were both fitted as fixed effects, and the taxonomic level being relabelled was 239 fitted as a random effect. All observational analyses are available in the Github 240 repository https://github.com/hemprichbennett/network_clustering_observations. 241
242
Results 243
Metabarcoding-based networks 244
Our analyses of seven predator-prey networks revealed that the absolute values 245 of most metrics were sensitive to the MOTU clustering threshold applied ( Figure 1 and  246 3), reflecting changes in underlying network structure. Trends in summary metrics with 247 MOTU threshold were seen to differ in both the magnitude and/or the direction. For 248 example, the metric 'togetherness' for the lower network level (i.e. prey) showed an 249 increase with threshold for some networks, but a decrease for others, with a high F 250
value associated with the interaction term ( Figure 1 ). In contrast, the metric 'extinction 251 slope' showed relatively consistent directional responses to threshold, as seen by a low 252 F value (Figure 1 ), albeit at differing rates of change. 253
Due to this variation in the behaviour of metrics with changes in threshold, the 254 resulting final rank order to the networks was also seen to vary depending on the metric 255 used for a given MOTU threshold. For example, while we observed no change in the 256 rank order of the networks based on 'togetherness', the rank order based on extinction 257 slope switched almost continuously throughout all thresholds used (Figures 3 and 4,  258 respectively). Thus we found that in our largest comparisons between all molecular 259 networks the outcome was critically dependent on the precise choice of threshold. 260
Our more restricted comparison of two ecologically and spatially-matched 261 networks that were generated from data collected in separate seasons (wet and dry), 262
and thus predicted to be relatively similar, yielded considerably more robust 263
conclusions. Specifically, of 41 metrics examined, only 28 showed a significant 264
interaction between the dataset and clustering level used ( Figure 2 ), while 12 showed 265 switches in the rank order ( Figure 4 ). Although absolute values of metrics typically 266 varied in response to threshold, the rank order of metrics derived for the two networks 267 was more stable than that recorded in the case of the seven networks. For example, the 268 metric 'connectance' was always higher for the dry season than the wet season, thereby 269 preserving the order ( Figure 5 ), compared to the former comparison of seven networks 270 in which the rank order of this metric varied considerably. 271
Observation networks 272
Our analyses of two mutualistic networks showed that, for the majority of metrics, 273 conclusions based on the rank order were sensitive to the proportion of nodes being 274 collapsed. We found that the focal metrics appeared to differ in their sensitively to node 275 collapse reflecting variation in the rank order of the two networks. Specifically, when 276
relabelling species-to genus-level, the rank order based on nestedness and web 277 asymmetry was seen to switch in at least some cases for every proportion of node 278 collapse applied. Similarly, rank order based on 14 further metrics including 279 connectance and robustness switched at very low proportions (0.1-0.25) of node 280 collapse ( Figure 6 ). In contrast, 10 metrics, including diversity-based indices such as 281 generality and H2' changed in absolute but not relative value, and thus rank order 282 remained stable. Relabelling nodes to family-and order-level resulted in even greater 283 levels of switching in network rank order (See Supporting Information figures 1 and 2). 284
For every network metric, the residuals in the mixed effects model were far larger 285 than the effect size of the taxonomic level being clustered (full outputs for the mixed 286 effects models available in Supporting information 2), confirming the high spread of data 287
for each dataset even within the same taxonomic simplification and proportion of nodes 288 being simplified. Metrics associated with switches in rank order typically had very similar 289 values in the two published empirical datasets prior to modification (see Supporting  290  table 4 ). 291
Discussion 292
Our analyses of observational and molecular datasets reveal that node resolution 293 in ecological networks critically impacts their structure, and that this can lead to wide 294 variation in the magnitude and behaviour of commonly reported metric values. We 295 further show that inherent instability can lead to erroneous conclusions in comparisons 296 of networks, although these problems appear less evident in comparisons of 297 ecologically-matched datasets. These findings therefore have important implications for 298 the issue of node resolution, a long-standing challenge in network ecology that has 299 become a topic of increasing interest in light of the proliferation of sequence data. 300 Other key network metrics that showed strong responses to node resolution 319 included those related to nestedness, robustness, and diversity. In some cases, such as 320 robustness, this led to widespread variation in the rank order of networks. Nestedness 321 describes the extent to which interactions involving specialists comprise subsets of 322 those involving generalists, and is a pattern seen across diverse networks in nature 323
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(Nielsen & Bascompte 2007). Our analyses show that nestedness decreased slightly 324 with node threshold. In contrast, robustness for the higher level (and the corresponding 325 extinction slope) showed a rapid increase with node resolution, and thus greater 326 numbers of lower nodes (i.e. arthropod prey MOTUs) reduce the likelihood of extinction 327 of higher node species (insectivorous bats). Robustness is commonly used in 328
forecasting ecosystem resilience to species loss, and has been linked to ecological 329 restoration (Pocock et al. 2012). 330
We also found that descriptors of ecological interactions among taxa at the same 331 network level were also highly labile. For example, some metrics related to niche-use 332 such as niche overlap ( ecologists to identify all nodes to uniform resolution with the greatest level of precision 358 that is possible and importantly to use identical methods and resolution for the 359 comparisons of any networks. 360
In the context of metabarcoding, which looks set to become an important tool in 361 network ecology, the assigning of sequences to species is highly challenging, especially 362
where sequences are short and contain limited information. Steps towards achieving a 363 solution might involve combining data from multiple loci, or, where samples contain 364 sufficiently intact DNA, generating longer sequences, though this is limited by the 365 reduction in amplicon size currently being offered on sequencing platforms compared to 366 those of a few years ago where size has been sacrificed for increased yield. Regardless 367 it is important to recognize that one or few loci will rarely resolve species, and network 368 ecologists will thus continue to rely on MOTUs for the foreseeable future. Galapagos Canaries
